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GREEK CAMPAIGN 
 

Lance Corporal Norman Scott, Corps of Military Police 
 

1 DAD (1940-41) – MILITARY POLICEMAN 
 

 
1.1 Greece before Capture 
 
Dad’s war continued: 
 
2 Nov 1940  Over to Greece in advance of MEF 
March 1941  Phaleron Bay, Piraeus, Port of Athens 
28-29 April 1941 Kalamata - Battle - last day in MEF 
29 April 1941  Surrender under Brig Parrington - first day as PoW 

 
 
The Italian army invaded Greece through Albania on 28th October 1940).  By an earlier treaty, Britain and 
France were committed to go to Greece’s aid.  France, by now, was out of the running (except for a small 
number of Free French who had escaped German-occupied France and joined up with General de Gaulle 
in England).  So it was up to (or down to) mainly Britain, Australia and New Zealand to prepare a 
supporting Expeditionary Force in Egypt to sail north across the eastern Mediterranean Sea from 
Alexandria to Crete and Greece (see Fig 1.1).  The advanced guard of the main force dis-embarked at the 
Athens port of Piraeus in Phaleron Bay, 5 miles south-west of the centre of Athens on 2nd November. 
 
Dad was one of the earliest arrivals in Greece in November 1940.  Military Police would soon be essential 
in directing the hundreds of Army and RAF vehicles, troops and convoys away from the port and guiding 
them onwards to their intended strategic destinations.   
 
Throughout November and December the Greek Army, with only minor support from the British, first 
halted, then repulsed the Italians back deep across the Albanian border and along the Adriatic Coast.  
Many Italian prisoners were taken and, (it would seem from Fig 1.1a & b), at least some were handed 
over to the supporting British services (including the Corps of Military Police) for safe-keeping.   
 
The Christmas card came originally from Italy, but my first birthday card obviously came from Greece (see 
Fig 1.2a & b) (though I don’t know why there was a 5 French Franc note inside - though Dad might have 
picked it up either in Syria more recently or in France on the way out).  This is what he typed onto the 
back of the Christmas card: 
 
 

“Here is a little souvenir, to remind you of my Balkan Holiday in 1941.  I believe it is (a) Xmas 
Card (Buon Natale) meaning “A Merry Christmas”.  However, the chap that it belonged to will 
have no use for it now.  I’ll bet the Italians did have a grand Xmas too.    --------------- 
 
Give this to “Young Scotty” and tell him I will drop him a line or two later.  -------------------- 
 
Wonder what Musso’ would think if he found out that I was sending his “Invincible Army’s” Xmas 
Cards to England. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Just notice the place they were printed (Italy).  We do not know yet, whether to give it to the 
Greeks or make it a part of the British Empire.  May have a nice quiet talk to Mr. Churchill, and 
ask him if Bacup can adopt this poor small nation, where “valiant” troops have been chased from 
the four corners of the earth. (Ha-ha)   -------------------------------------------------- 
 
Ask Young Scotty if he would like a nice set of Italian Generals to play with, because we have lots 
here, and they are no good to us”. 
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Fig 1.1a & b:  A Christmas card originally from Italy, early 1941 
 

    
 
 

Fig 1.2a & b:  A Birthday card from Greece, 4th January 1941 
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Norman Scott was (still or back) in the Phaleron Bay area in March 1941.  This was when the main 
strength of the Expeditionary Force were disembarked, mostly through Piraeus. “In the space of three 
weeks in March, 60,000 British and Dominion troops were carried from North Africa to Greece, escorted 
by the Royal Navy (Operation 'Lustre')” - Navy News.  
  

 
 

Fig 1.3:  Embarkation of British and Commonwealth troops bound for the Greek campaign (almost 
certainly Alexandria, February/March 1941, when the majority went over) 

 

     
 
Fig 1.4a:  NZ troops disembark in Piraeus . . .       Fig 1.4b: . . . and transfer to trucks to go north 
        (these two are archive photographs)              (Dad could have been directing this traffic) 
 

      
 
Fig 1.5a & b:  Vehicles of all kinds were guided and directed northwards through the villages and 
  mountain passes to prepare to defend the front-line approaches from Yugoslavia and Bulgaria 
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Figs 1.6a & b show him with various colleagues, British, Greek and ANZAC.  He was to get to know quite 
a few Aussies and Kiwis very well over the next few years. 
 
 

    
 

Fig 1.6a:  “Phaleron Bay, Piraeus, March 1941 - Nick Carter, Fred, ‘Me’, Tom & 2 civil policemen” 
 
 

                          
 

      Fig 1.6b:  As DR (Dispatch Rider),           Fig 1.6c:  The calm before the storm 
    with Aussie mate (7th Div Provost?)        (or sleeping on duty?), March 1941 
 
Because of the failure of the Italian invasion attempt, on the 6th April the German Army, supported in 
strength by the Luftwaffe, crossed the northern Greek border from Bulgaria, and a few days later further 
west from southern Yugoslavia.  From this moment on, before the month was out, Dad was destined, 
along with 8-10,000 others, to become a Prisoner of War of the Greek Campaign.  The ill-equipped* and 
outnumbered allied commonwealth Middle East Expeditionary Force, along with their Greek counter-parts, 
were no match for the ebullient advancing German forces, on land or in the air.  It became just a series of 
rear-guard delaying actions, gradually dropping back south as the enemy irreversibly rolled towards 
Salonika, Thermopylae, Athens, Corinth, the Peloponnesus, and the final action at Kalamata. 
 
*Sam Brearley had had his new trucks commandeered and replaced by old ex-Desert Rat stock before 
sailing from Egypt - the same with Jock Watt’s tanks. 
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Sadly I do not know where Dad was at any stage during the inexorable German advance, right until the 
end.  His Certificate of Service states that his last day under the Middle East Force (Greece) was 28th 
April 1941, and the 29th as his first as Prisoner of War (Germany).  In the latter days of April, the retreating 
(withdrawing was the official term) troops were instructed to make for various beaches and harbours along 
the south coast of the Peloponnesus to rendezvous with Royal Navy vessels for evacuation.  The best 
harbour in the south-west (i.e. furthest from the German advance, therefore allowing a better window of 
escape opportunity) was the town of Kalamata.  Literally thousands of assorted British, Australian and 
New Zealand soldiers and airmen had already been congregating here for a day or two of ‘rest’ - trying to 
shelter from the constant unopposed Luftwaffe strafing raids (the Royal Air Force had been destroyed on 
the ground) - while nightly forming patient, ordered queues down at the harbour and gentle beaches, 
waiting to be taken off by the Navy.  
 
This was still the case on Monday the 28th when the German spearhead probes arrived in the outskirts of 
the town, only a few short streets from the waterfront.  By this time Dad and Uncle Jim were almost 
certainly there as well (from exactly where and when is not known). 
 
As the Germans rapidly advanced, time was running out for the naval evacuation of the remaining 
thousands of soldiers and airmen trapped in Kalamata and a few other isolated collection points along the 
southern shore line of the Peloponnesus.  Top priority for rescue was given to front-line fighting infantry 
and artillery soldiers who would be able to continue the conflict elsewhere (some were falling back to the 
island of Crete for yet another defensive stand; others directly back to Egypt to continue the North African 
desert war they had so recently been drawn from).  Second priority were the ‘support & service’ troops, in 
which were included the Military Police.  Third and last were any wounded personnel. 
 
According to family folklore, Jim Kelso and Dad were together on the beach dutifully waiting to be taken 
off, but somehow Dad had been wounded or injured in the left ankle and/or foot (bullet, shrapnel or simple 
sprain I don’t know – his eventual discharge medical examination does not mention any visible scarring).  
Consequently when their turn came, Jim was taken off first, the boat crew (almost certainly from HMS 
Hero, if the date is correct) promising to come back for the wounded.  They never came.  But the 
Germans did.  The night of 28th/29th April was the last organised evacuation from Kalamata.  With food 
and ammunition rapidly running out, the senior British Officer remaining in charge of the British and 
Commonwealth troops still ashore (Brigadier Leonard Parrington) ordered a general surrender at dawn 
the following morning.  On that day approximately 8000 men heard those famous last words “Tommy, vor 
you ze war is over”. 
 

2 DAD (1941 – 1945) PRISONER OF WAR 
 

2.1 Greece after Capture 
 
Now comes one of life’s greatest coincidences.  The Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek Campaign’s 
tireless general factotum, Nikos Zervais, is also a celebrated local historian.  Of his many erudite works, 
one is titled “Kalamata, Occupation – Resistance – Liberation” covering the war years in his home town.  
He gave me a copy and in it I found an amazing photograph, taken on the morning of the surrender for 
German propaganda purposes.   If my mother is to be believed – and she ought to know – the photograph 
includes my father amongst the captured throng. 
 

          
 

Fig 2.1a & b:  Nikos Zervais and his history of Kalamata 1941-45 
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Fig 2.2a:  From Niko’s book – surrendered British troops on the morning of 29th April 1941 
 

 
 

Fig 2.2b:  Some of the surrendered men in the Greek Barracks in Kalamata 
 

 
 

Fig 2.2c:  The original Barracks Administrative Offices still overlook the slope 
down across Fig 1.8b (photographed in 2009 for “Following Father’s Footsteps”) 

My father – 
according to 
my mother 
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A few days later the majority of the new Prisoners of War were squashed into cattle trucks (traditional 
design from the First World War for transporting“40 Men or 8 Horses”) and transhipped north to one of 
various barracks and  camps in and around Corinth collectively known as Transit Camp Dulag 185. 
 

     
 

          Fig 2.3a:  Typical “40 men - 8 horses” cattle truck              Fig 2.2b:  Douglas Arthur’s 
        at Kalamata Railway Museum (2009)                           representative book cover 
 

 

 
 

Fig 2.3:  View within the levelled compound that could have been one of the distributed 
sites of  Dulag 185 at Archeo Korinth (it fits geographically with several accounts) 

 
At this point I will let Corporal Sam Brearley RASC take up the story in his own evocative words from his 
privately published account titled “Sam’s Saga”.  Not only is this a very detailed record of what transpired 
for Sam day by day – it is also (literally by direct association) a record of what happened to my father 
Norman Scott (who wrote very little and told even less).  The reason for allowing Sam to narrate is that he 
and Dad had known each other in Bacup before the war and now, discovering each other in the camp in 
Corinth, they formed a close self-help and self-protection team.  For the next six months in captivity, until 
their paths diverged, what happened to Sam happened to Dad.  I have added a few illustrations to expand 
and enhance the reader’s broader perception of Sam’s descriptive text. 
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From “Sam’s Saga”, Chapter 5 
 
(Following his surrender and capture in Kalamata on 29th April . . . ) 
 
 
Corinth 
 
The next few days are a blank but I know we walked a lot and were eventually jam-packed into the back 
of a lorry to arrive at a camp at Corinth on 5th May.  It was a Greek P.o.W. camp with 3,000 Italians taken 
prisoner in Albania before the Germans invaded.  The camp was on high ground above the town of 
Corinth, and you could see the big airfield below near the coast with great activity of planes and gliders 
taking paratroops to drop on Crete.  I found a spot in old wooden stables, a bit smelly but good enough 
shelter from the cold nights. 
 
In time there were 12,000 Allied P.o.W.s in the camp and the task of feeding that lot was nearly 
insurmountable as the Greeks only grew olives and figs and the Germans were always telling us it was 
our own fault for destroying all food dumps on the withdrawal. So there wasn't much to eat in Greece as 
Jerry relied on capturing enough food supplies as they advanced quickly, but we upset that plan by 
beating them to it.  One day we got a bowl of lentil soup which, on close examination, all you found were 
the skins, the insides had been eaten by maggots.  Some of them were still present but dead from the 
boiling.  You closed your eyes and swallowed, convincing yourself it was protein. 
 
It wasn't long before malaria and dysentery broke out and started to spread.  Hardly surprising as there 
was only one well in the whole camp and that had been condemned by the Doctors but we had no choice 
but to use it.  The day was spent queuing, three hours for water then two hours for food - watery soup 
sometimes, eight men to one loaf or alternatively, one hard tack biscuit each.  Just imagine 12,000 men of 
nearly every nationality, desperately hungry, lining up for food, if you could call it that.  Occasionally we 
got some figs but they didn't do your insides much good as they weren't in there long enough, but 
anything that was eatable went down and hope for the best.  Real hunger is an odd sensation.  You start 
off hungry with the usual pangs and tummy rumblings, then after a time the pangs become an ache then 
ultimately the ache changes to an intense pain as your stomach re-adjusts its size.  Eventually the pain 
goes and you just feel light-headed and weak at the knees.  As there was no water to waste on washing 
or shaving my beard grew into a shapely creation after a few weeks.  Naturally, as I never took my clothes 
off for fear of them being nicked, I slept in them and in time became lousy.  So the rest of your spare time 
was spent sitting with your shirt on your knees, picking the lice out of the seams and then you had to be 
careful and remember to get up slowly or you would keel over with a black-out. 
 
Incidentally, the Germans would not release the Italian prisoners but kept them secure in their compound.  
That is what they thought of their close ally in the Axis partnership!  
 
It was inevitable that I got the runs through eating the figs which the Greeks brought in for us so I joined 
the queue at the sick-bay for a dose of powdered charcoal - a sure winner.  Imagine the scene again - 
with those 12,000 men milling around as I passed through the crowd, returning from the M.O., when I was 
stopped by a tall Englishman who simply said, "Are you Sammy Brearley?"  "Yes, that's me."  "Well - I'm 
Norman Scott, a policeman in Bacup".   I was flabbergasted.  How on earth did he recognise me in the 
state I was in and with a ginger beard too.  He said he knew me from the shows I did in Bacup long before 
the War, but I wasn't looking much like I did in those days.  Then I did remember him as he often used to 
be on point duty in the town centre before there were traffic lights (see Section 2 Pre-Greece, Fig 2.4).  He 
was a Geordie and had palled up with two other Geordies he met.  He asked if I wanted to join them and 
as I was on my own I said yes. 
 
We received a post-card from the International Red Cross to write home, our first contact with the outside 
world.  Himmler paid a visit to the camp, probably to gloat, but I didn't see him.  Another visitor was the 
famous boxer Max Schmeling who was a paratrooper bound for Crete, he paid a secret visit to the camp 
hospital. 
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Fig 2.4a & b:  Max Schmeling as world heavyweight boxing champion in 1936 
 and paratrooper into Crete, 1941 

 
One day we were told to undress so that our clothes could be de-loused.  We marched down from the 
camp, through the town, wearing only a towel, to the pebbled beach where we lined up facing the sea.  
The Jerries then sprayed us all over from a stirrup pump with a stinging disinfectant.  We then ran as fast 
as we could in our weakened state over the pebbles to dive into the sea to wash off the excruciating 
liquid.  I'm sure it was Lysol or something just as powerful.  But after the bathe it was a lovely feeling to be 
clean again and we did have a giggle or two watching the other naked bodies dash to the sea. 
 

 
Fig 2.5:  Ken Willmott’s interpretation of the de-lousing bathing scene at Corinth 

from his book “In Captivity  April 1041 – May 1945” 
 

Sam continues: 
 
We were getting hungrier and weaker each day, spending the spare moments when not de-bugging just 
lying down and reading so long as you remembered to get up slowly.  Then about the 8th June we were 
glad to hear that we were moving on to somewhere, for wherever it was it couldn't be as bad as the hell-
hole of Corinth. 
 
March and Cattle Truck to Salonika 
 
The morning we left we were given one hard tack biscuit for the journey as we set off on an eleven mile 
hike to the nearest train.  As the Corinth Canal bridge had been destroyed the route had to be down to the 
coast and across the canal on a pontoon bridge.  I remember the wonderful sight looking up the canal 
from sea-level, it looked like a piece of white cheese with a slice cut out of the middle. 
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Fig 2.6a:  The pontoon bridge in situ 

       

Fig 2.6b, c & d:  The site in 2009 – slipways on both banks for a long-gone rope-hauled ferry 
 and the view from the middle looking NW up the Canal that so impressed Sam 

 
 
After a month in Corinth we were all in a pretty bad way and an eleven mile hike on one biscuit didn't help 
much.  Some lads found it too much and collapsed on the route but the Jerries made their pals get them 
up and drag them along.  There was no alternative to leaving them behind, the Jerries would have shot 
them with the excuse that they were deserting or trying to escape, they couldn't be encumbered with a 
hospital case. 
 
At last we boarded a cattle truck at Kalamorka, jammed in like sardines 55 to a truck.  We arrived at 
Gravia at 0400 a.m. the next day and disembarked.  We were given two biscuits for the next bit.  A 32 
mile hike up and over the Thermopylae Pass, historically famous for the Battle in 480 BC.  That was 
absolute Hell.  A sandy road so dusty with thousands of feet shuffling along you could hardly breathe.  
Hundreds dropped out and five chaps died on the climb.  I passed Arthur Hill, my clerk, exhausted and 
sitting on the roadside.  I called over to  him but he said to carry on, he would be alright after a rest.  The 
descent was as hard as the climb - when your legs are almost giving way the effort of holding back going 
downhill needs that extra bit of strength.  I must say I felt rather proud of myself for having enough 
stamina to cope with these arduous trials, particularly when passing a tough Aussie in a state of collapse. 
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Fig 2.7a:  Well-known German propaganda photograph allegedly showing British PoWs marching 
north through Gravia towards the Brallos Pass ascent (probably falsified propaganda) 

 
(Archivist’s Note:  I visited Gravia to get a “then & now” photo of the above but could nowhere find a street 
scene like the one portrayed.  Furthermore, the PoWs [not to mention the Guard] look much too well-
dressed, well-fed and well-drilled to have spent the previous month under demoralising conditions of 
severe mal-nourishment and lack of hygiene.  Draw your own conclusions.) 
 

             
 

Fig 2.8a & b:  Ascending the old road over the Brallos Pass northwards out of Gravia 
 

            
             

Fig 2.8c & d:  Descending towards the Lamia plain in the distance across wrecked bridges 
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At last we got down to the level in the valley but we had another 8 miles to go before reaching Lamia 
where our train would be waiting for us.  I wished our Engineers had not been so enthusiastic in blowing 
up all the bridges and tunnels on the railways, it would have saved us a lot of walking.  The cattle-truck at 
Lamia was as before but no cleaner with 55 to a truck.  
 

       
 

Fig 2.9a & b:  Lamia Station and goods sidings 
 

There wasn't room to lie down so you leaned against someone in a sitting position as someone else 
leaned against you as you clutched your worldly goods on a pile on your knees.  It was soon steaming hot 
with all those bodies and the smell was rather overpowering.  It took nearly two days to travel about 150 
miles to Salonika in the North, sealed up and without a whiff of fresh air for the whole journey. 

 
Salonika 
 
We were welcomed at Salonika by a different set of guards who must have been chosen for their nasty, 
vicious natures.  They were fully armed with bayonets fixed and not averse to using them to gee us up to 
move faster as they made us run through the main street to the Greek barracks about a mile the other 
side of town.   
 

                          
 

          Fig 2.10a:  Salonika goods sidings                   Fig 2.10b:  Site of the barracks, now a museum 
 
They also made the Greek population line the street to watch the humiliation of their Allies.  Many turned 
their backs and would not look, whilst many were openly weeping, women and men too.  One incident I 
remember was how the Greeks tried to throw or hand bread to us as we passed.  A heavily pregnant 
woman held out half a loaf to an Aussie but before he could take it one of the guards who ran alongside 
us hit the poor woman with his rifle butt and knocked her down.  The Aussie was so mad he took one 
swipe at the Jerry and flattened him, only to be shot dead by another guard just behind.  Those Greeks 
were so kind they would risk anything to help us. 
 
The barracks were absolutely filthy, rat-infested and bug-ridden but at least we got soup of a sort and one 
loaf between eight - but every other day.  Check parades in the boiling sun for two or three hours were 
called any time of the day.  Not surprisingly there was lots of sickness and quite a few deaths.  We were 
there for six weeks awaiting transport to take us up to Germany.  We said that Corinth was a hell-hole but 
Salonika was at least two stages below that and the guards were sub-normal sadists.  The Greeks offered 
to supply us with bread but Jerry wouldn't allow it.  A young English officer managed to acquire a loaf from 
the Greeks, went into a building to hide, sat down in the corner and ate the whole loaf.  In a couple of 
hours he was dead. 
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2.2        Train Journey to Marburg 
 
The time came for us to leave and rations were drawn - more hard tack biscuits for at least a four day 
journey.  After the six weeks rest we were a bit better physically than when we came, but not much.  The 
cock-a-hoop Germans stage-managed the show again by lining the streets with the Greek population and 
making us run to the railway goods-yard a mile the other side of town laden with all our worldly goods.  
We retained our dignity as best we could for the Greek's benefit as well as our own and we were aware of 
German camera-men recording the spectacle for home propaganda.  On arrival at the goods-yard we 
thankfully flopped to the ground to recover, but awaiting us was a large crowd of Greeks and a German 
Military Band, oompahing their marching songs, when unexpectedly the band struck up one of their folk 
tunes which we recognised as 'Roll Out The Barrel'.  Naturally we obliged by joining in with gusto but a 
few of the chaps with more energy than brains got up and started to jig around as well.  The German 
General in charge of the whole operation went absolutely berserk, he stamped about shouting and turned 
purple with rage, he stopped the band in mid-umph and scattered the Greek civilians.  We must have 
upset his grandiose plan for a spectacular send-off filmed for home consumption, but his revenge was 
swift.  How dare we take the mickey! 
 
As the cattle trucks arrived we were jammed in with ten extra bodies to each truck - that was 65 instead of 
the usual 55.  The 3 foot by 1 foot ventilation opening up by the roof was criss-crossed with barbed wire 
and the door sealed with barbed wire.  I had learnt to be near the front when loading up into the trucks, as 
the sooner you got in you had a chance to get your back against a side wall.  Norman and the other two 
chaps made it in time to squat alongside me.  A bit of company was welcome even if you didn't have 
much to talk about or the breath to spare.  When the sliding doors were shut we were in 90 percent 
darkness, just a glimmer of light came through the narrow vents.  Very soon 65 sweating, steaming bodies 
created a fetid atmosphere, added to it by one or two chaps who still had dysentery.  What a ghastly stink. 
 
Thirst was the worst problem, food we could cope without it, but thirst was something unlike anything else 
and no water was available to us.  Everybody was sitting stripped to the waist, running wet with sweat, 
hotter than a Turkish bath and we needed water to drink as replacement.  We found out later that on an 
earlier train a four gallon petrol can was provided with water and a can also for toilet in each truck.  We 
didn't get any cans thanks to the General's venom , and how we paid the price for singing at the station. 
 
On the third day the train pulled into Belgrade Station in the middle of the wide concourse of platforms.  
The sliding doors were opened and the sweet smell of fresh air hit us.  Anyone who needed or wanted to 
perform a bodily function could dismount and do the business right there on the track between the lines.  
That was in full view of civilians - women and children -walking about on the platforms, waiting for their 
trains.  We swallowed our pride and just got on with it, consoling ourselves that they were only Germans 
after all.  Five minutes only and we were hurried back into the trucks, still without any water.  We also 
heard later that the previous train had stopped at Belgrade Station but they were met by the Red Cross 
with girls dishing out soup, and bread. 
 

          
 

Fig 2.11a & b:  Belgrade station main concourse - the scene of good and bad 
experiences depending on which train you happened to be on  

 
The doors were sealed up again and the journey continued.  Thankfully that night there was a heavy 
downpour and the rain was running off the roof of the truck, we could see it dripping past the open vent.  
Luckily Norman had a spoon so we took it in turns to poke the spoon through the barbed wire to catch the 
drips of water.  A few spoonfuls did wonders to quench our raging thirst, we didn't care what colour it was 
as it washed off the roof of the truck, it was wet and welcome - liquid Manna from heaven. 
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2.3 Calendar of Events Post Capture 
 
The following sequence of events consists of the few definite known datable facts for Norman Scott, 
amalgamated with reliably documented statements by others in the same boat that would have been very 
close to the dates of Dad’s similar collective experiences.  
 
29 April 1941  Surrender of MEF at Kalamata & elsewhere - first day as PoW 
4-5 May 1941  Truck from Kalamata to Dulag 185 at Corinth (Fred Carne) 
11 May 1941  First German-issued PoW post card posted home (Fred Carne) 
14 May 1941  First Red Cross card posted home (Fred Carne) 
18 May 1941  My mother posted photo to the MEF not knowing of Dad’s capture 
8 June 1941  Sam Brearley & Dad marched out of Corinth across canal for train to Athens 
9 June 1941  Train to Gravia, then marched 32 miles over Brallos Pass to Lamia 
11 June 1941  Arrive in barracks in Salonika (to officially become Dulag 183 in July) 
17 June 1941  2000 men leave by train for ‘Germany’ (and/or Axis occupied territories)    
24 June 1941  Fred Carne leaves for ‘Germany’ in standard ’40 men 8 horses’ cattle   
   trucks, each crammed with more than 60 men 
27 June 1941  Fred Carne has brief stop in Belgrade for Red Cross drink and food 
28 June 1941  Dad & Sam Brearley’s train stop in Belgrade station for toilet humiliation only -  
   infront of civilian passengers - no food or drink 
 
 
2.4 Post Script:  Appreciations of Military Policemen’s presence during the Withdrawal 
 
From “A Tankie’s Travels” by Jock Watt, Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek Campaigns 

 
Withdrawing from the Front Line: 
“We eventually caught up with the tail end of a transport column and moved south towards Athens, in the 
hope that our rear was being protected by the remains of the infantry divisions further north. Supplies of 
fuel and food were no problem, we just took whatever was required from the many dumps along the way, 
assisted by the Military Police waiting to burn it all up when the last stragglers had passed. The alcohol 
stores would have made a lovely bonfire, but that would have been a sad waste. Being a Scot, I could not 
allow such sacrilege, so I liberated whatever we required.” 
 
Withdrawing from the Corinth Canal: 
“Luck was on our side, we found an abandoned truck, liberated some petrol and, on advice from Military 
Police still directing traffic, drove south towards Navplion, the port of Argos where evacuation was in 
progress. We made no contact with the paratroops but did pick up a few stragglers who had been 
captured by them, disarmed and released. On the outskirts of the town we were stopped by an MP who 
informed us that evacuation had stopped at that port due to the high loss of ships from bombing. A large 
black cloud hung over the harbour area, where apparently a ship had been bombed and sunk across the 
entrance, preventing other ships from entering. I have often wondered what became of that MP left behind 
with the unenviable task of assisting others to escape with little hope for himself.!” 
 
Approaching Navplion: 
“At Navplion we received another sad blow, as we were stopped on the outskirts of the town at the end of 
a long line of derelict vehicles and a solitary MP blocked our path.  He informed us that evacuation from 
the port was finished; too many ships had been sunk by enemy aircraft but he believed an alternative 
venue was operating at ‘T’ beach, about ten miles east.  I often wondered what became of those solitary 
Military Policemen, left behind to carry out the unenviable task of breaking the news to stragglers like 
ourselves that the Army had left them behind.” 
 
From Australian Division’s Official Histories: 
 
 (During the evacuation) . . . “Brigadier Allen ordered his provosts on the 26th April to shoot any man who 
‘fired a shot, lit a fire or panicked.’ ” (6th Div). 
 
A Soldiers’ opinion: Unfortunately, the effort and work of the Provost Corps in both Greece and Crete is 
very poorly reported or acknowledged. Ask any member of the 6th Division for a comment on the work of 
the Military Police during this campaign - the common statement will be; ‘but for the MPs I would be either 
dead or a POW’.  
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Addenda (2020) 
 

 
 

British troops arriving at Piraeus Harbour – possibly being marshalled by Dad & Co 
 

 
 

British PoWs leaving Kalamata – possibly with Dad somewhere in here 


